Eterna Roof tile will enhance the beauty of your next project. But then so will most other concrete roof tile.

So why Eterna? For starters, Eterna tile is color-through and unsurpassed in quality by anyone in the industry. They are acrylic sealed and can be artistically antiqued at no extra cost. Our efficient state-of-the-art manufacturing plants are strategically located allowing us to deliver our quality tile quickly and at very competitive prices.

Because Eterna is family owned and operated, we offer personal service. If there's ever a problem you can rest assured we'll take care of it. Personally.

When you want more than just a pretty face call Eterna. You'll find our beauty is more than skin deep.

Eterna Rooftile Corporation

The roof tile company with the personal touch.

1201 NW. 18th Street, Pompano Beach, Florida 33060. (305) 979-2717.
Baldwin Design
This is a very small sample of the extensive variety of architecturally-correct styles you can choose from at Farrey’s.
Select colonial, classic or contemporary designs in a wide variety of models. You can create the exact customized touch you want for every door in your home.

Baldwin Quality
Hot forged components make the difference. You get more solid, and more detailed brass that is free from imperfections. It is carefully polished and then protected with a baked-on clear enamel lifetime finish.
Operating parts are also forged from brass and feature extra-long-throw deadbolts with hardened steel, saw-proof inserts. You get the confidence of strength and durability... plus beauty.

Farrey’s Service
Bring in your plans. Meet with one of our hardware consultants. They’ll match the correct hardware model with the requirements of your various doors. You’ll save hours of time.
And, because of our huge inventory, you could take all the sets with you... or have them delivered the next day.
Our consultants are available Monday-Friday, 8 am to 5 pm.

BALDWIN
FARREY’S
Decorative Hardware
1850 N.E. 146 St.
Miami, FL 33181
Dade 947-5451
Broward 524-8675
STYROFOAM Brand Insulation
Directly on Metal Decks

This roofing assembly is described in U.L. Construction No. 260. Copies are available from The Dow Chemical Company.

Top-of-the-Line Insulation
Now you can take advantage of the high strength, moisture resistance and the design R-values inherent in STYROFOAM brand insulation for applications directly on metal decks.

It is now possible to install STYROFOAM* brand insulation directly onto metal decks by using a new system developed by Dow; no thermal barrier is required.

That fact has been established by conducting a large scale test at Underwriters Laboratories. STYROFOAM brand insulation placed on the metal deck passed the test without using a traditional barrier material such as gypsum board.

The system uses a patent-pending fire-block (sand) technique at 10' intervals in the flutes of the deck.

This U.L.-tested system—STYROFOAM brand insulation, non-bituminous single-ply membrane, ballast and the inorganic fire block—provides time and material savings. Only non-bituminous membranes are appropriate.

The insulation’s closed cell structure and lack of voids between cells assure uniformity. This results in stable physical properties, water resistance and a predictable long-term thermal performance. STYROFOAM brand insulation has an aged R-value of 5 per inch. A 15-year thermal warranty is available.

For a description of U.L. Construction No. 260, plus additional facts on the advantages of using STYROFOAM brand insulation over metal decks, contact The Dow Chemical Company, STYROFOAM Brand Products, P.O. Box 1206, Midland, Michigan 48674.

*Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company

For more information please contact:
Paul Corrad: STYRO SYSTEMS of Florida
9240 Granada Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32818
(305) 876-6581
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New Vanguard™ Roll FasTrack™ Roof Tile from Gory is the perfect example of what’s meant by less is more.

Because of its larger double-roll symmetrical design Vanguard Roll requires less pieces per square, only 90. So the structure has to support about 10% less weight. And it takes less time to install.

Yet you have more ways to install it. Either nail-on, batten or mortar-set.

And we have many colors in inventory. All Vanguard Roll roof tile is color-thru, which eliminates repainting. With double weather barriers. And concealed interlocks.

Find out what role Vanguard Roll can play in your next new or remodel project. Write to Gory Roof Tile, 1100 Park Central Blvd. So., Suite 1800, Pompano Beach, FL 33064. Or call toll free 1-800-223-8453.
(305) 975-7605 locally.
EDITORIAL

In an address delivered in January, 1988, to the American Institute of Architects in Washington, Lloyd Kaiser, President of Metropolitan Pittsburgh Public Broadcasting, Inc. and a public member of the AIA Board of Directors, discussed his “Six Kaiser Architectural Commandments” as “highly personal, certainly arbitrary and perhaps rather obvious” to some in the audience. Instead of rather obvious, I would choose the word “ideal,” particularly for such commandments as “Great Architecture Requires Great Clients,” something the practitioner is not always in control of, particularly the new practitioner.

There are however, several other “commandments” that the architect is in control of, but may on occasion lose sight of. These are not discussed as often as good clients, low bids and site restraints. For example, Kaiser told his audience that they must “generate the impulse to build.” “Great architecture,” he maintains, “requires a great vision: a compelling, exhilarating impulse to build...” Barbara Tuchman has cited the Gothic building burst of the Middle Ages. All those soaring, vaulted cathedrals...what was the impulse?” Charles Kettering answered the question this way. “Nothing ever built arose to touch the skies unless some person dreamed that it should, some person believed that it could and some person willed that it must.” Kaiser agrees with that premise.

With regard to historical perspective, Kaiser stressed that the architect must never lose it. “Architecture that denies its historical, social and intellectual context will not last,” according to Kaiser. Television commentator Ted Koppel agrees. He says, “We are losing our ability to manage ideas, to contemplate, to think. What is largely missing in American life today is a sense of context, of saying or doing anything that is intended or even expected to live beyond the moment. But, we must accept responsibility for what we do and we must think occasionally of the future.” Since the sins of the architect are usually rather permanent, accepting the responsibility for the future can be an awesome responsibility.

Kaiser feels that “great architecture demands informed criticism.” He believes that “with knowledge, society will demand a higher level of design excellence.” In conjunction with this idea, he has, in the past, suggested that the AIA implement a public membership category similar to the National Trust and the Smithsonian Associates as a way for the general public to share its concern for architectural excellence.

“The preservation of great architecture often requires protest.” An interesting thought. Kaiser cites the story of Lord Barbizon’s protest in Parliament when the first skyscrapers were being built in London. “Why make Westminster Abbey look like a country church? They ruin the charm of the present and make cheap the glories of the past.” We, too, may need to protest, according to Kaiser, if we are to preserve the great architecture that has been created.

In closing his remarks, Kaiser referred to his first commandment which is clearly the one he holds most dear. He quoted a line from South Pacific in which Boody Mary said, “You’ve gotta have a dream; cuz if you don’t have a dream, how you gonna have a dream come true?” It’s a line that we would all do well to remember.
New Commissions

A  chitect's Design Group, Inc. has been selected to design a 10,000 s.f. addition to the University of Florida's J. Wayne Reitz Student Union. The added space will provide additional meeting facilities for students and faculty, a lecture hall, and conference room. Another project designed by ADG, Inc. is the City of Palm Bay's Public Works Facility which is scheduled for completion in September. The new building will consolidate the city’s many scattered functions into one place. • The Nichols Partnership, Inc. is creating Beacon Center as an English village in the burgeoning commercial area west of Miami International Airport. Beacon Center will be a 200-acre suburban retail/office center set around a picturesque main street. • Dow Howell Gilmore Associates, Inc. has completed construction documents for Robinson Village Neighborhood Center. This multi-use facility is designed to accommodate the community needs of two adjacent housing complexes operated by the West Palm Beach Housing Authority. Dow Howell Gilmore has completed work on the Northwood Institute Student Housing project, a two-story complex surrounding a pair of courtyards which provide housing for 452 students/residents.

Expansion of the surgery department of Medical Center Hospital in Punta Gorda is presently being designed by The Edge Group. Four new operating rooms will be constructed at an expected cost of $750,000. The Edge Group is also designing a new laundry facility and central nursing station for National Heritage Incorporated's Darcy Hall Nursing Home in West Palm Beach. • Preliminary drawings for Our Saviour's Evangelical Lutheran Church located in Port Orange have been completed by Keith Hock, AIA, Architect of Daytona. • The Orlando firm of Swann & Haddock has selected Morris Architects to design the interiors for its new office.

The firm will occupy 40,000 s.f. on two floors of the recently completed First, P.A. Building at duPont Center, designed by Morris Architects.

Robinson + Associates, Inc. Interior Architecture has completed law offices for Qanton, Lammus, Dunwoody & Adams, P.A. in the World Trade Center in Miami and Adorno, Allen, Schiff & Goodkind, P.A. in the Bayview Executive Center in Coconut Grove. Both interiors were designed by Lizolee Gail Poyastro. The law office of William L. Noriega, P.A. in the Amerifirst Building in Miami was designed by James Carballio. Robinson has been commissioned to provide interior architecture services for Atico Savings Bank in Miami. Atico is renovating its downtown Miami building including its banking facility and executive offices.

Construction has begun on the $8,300,000 Women’s Center at Morton Plant Hospital in Clearwater designed by The Smith Korach Hayet Harnie Partnership. The building will be five stories devoted strictly to women’s services and psychiatry. Dr. Joyce Brothers was guest speaker at the groundbreaking ceremony in March. • The Stewart Corporation Architects has been selected by Authentic Development Corporation to provide architectural services for the newest American Fitness Center facility in Tampa. What is now an empty warehouse will soon be one of Tampa's foremost state-of-the-art total fitness centers. • Copenhagen Homes of Jacksonville has announced plans for Sea Walk, an 80-unit single-family development to be built near Ponte Vedra Beach on a 55-acre site with marsh and lake views. The new zero-lot-line community will be designed by the Jacksonville division of The Evans Group.

The Dade County School Board has awarded a contract for $31,300,000 to design and construct a high school for 3,006 students in the Kendall area of Miami. The team which was selected includes Robert McKee Construction Co. of Dallas, Texas and the architecture firm of Harper Carreno, Inc. of Miami. Harper Carreno's design consultants include the Houston firms of S.H.W.C. Architects and Gleichway and Johnston Engineers. The project is the first new high school in Miami in ten years.

BankAtlantic has selected the architectural firm of Oliver-Glidden & Partners to design their new professional office building in the Port Orange area. • Schmitt Design Associates, Architects-Planners of Fort Myers has released plans to bidders for restoration and alterations to the 1916 Lee County Courthouse in Fort Myers. Supported in part by a $530,000 State Preserv-
tion Grant, the restoration to the Beaux-Arts Revival masonry structure includes returning the original courtroom to its former appearance. Phase I, exterior restoration of the 1911 Murphy-Burroughs House in downtown Fort Myers has recently been completed, also under the direction of Schmitt Design Associates. The firm has been selected to oversee Phase II of the project, interior restoration and mechanical systems upgrade. • Sunrise Harbor, B.P. Associates’ proposed residential complex, has been granted preliminary approval by the City of Coral Gables. Its twin towers will occupy a 10.5 acre site on the bank of the Coral Gables Waterway. Each 13-story structure, designed by Robert M. Swedroe, AIA, is saw-toothed to maximize the view of Biscayne Bay and Coral Gables. Swedroe has also been commissioned to design two residential communities destined for development in Islip, NY. Preliminary plans are nearing completion for Country Woods, a 339-unit program planned by New York’s Holiland Organization, and The Estates at Sun Lake, a development planned by NAS Associates of Garden City. • Bullock-Tice Associates Architects, Inc. has been selected by Pompano Junior College to design the new Center for Science Engineering and Technology, a 100,000 s.f. facility designed to emphasize advanced technologies. Once completed, this structure will play a key role in establishing a new gateway onto the Main Campus. • Oliver-Glidden & Partners has completed their design for the restoration and rehabilitation of the historic Seaboard Railway Station in West Palm Beach. • VOA Associates, Inc. has been selected by the Orange County Commission to design the new multi-million dollar Public Works Complex in South Orange County. VOA is currently programming and master planning the project.

Smith Obst Associates, Architects/Planners, Inc. has been selected as architect for the preservation and restoration of the Town Hall in Palm Beach. In addition to exterior restoration, the $500,000 project includes complete space planning of the administrative, building and fire departments. Smith Obst is also the architect for the Public Works Complex for the Town of Palm Beach. • Fleischman-Garcia Architecture-Planning-Interior Design has been selected to design the new headquarters building for the Southern Exchange Bank. Pending charter approval, the new bank will be constructed in Hyde Park in Tampa and will be sensitive to the historic architecture of the neighborhood. • Schwat, Twitty & Hansen Architectural Group, Inc. has been commissioned by the School Board of Broward County to design a new elementary school prototype. The base school will encompass 88,000 s.f. • Miller Associates Architects has been awarded contracts on two new shopping centers, both to be anchored by Winn Dixie Superstores. One is in Lee County and the other in Brandon. • The Design Arts Group, Inc. has recently been selected by Orange County to design the new $5.4 million Juvenile Court Facility in Orlando. The project is expected to break ground this fall. • Peacock & Lewis Architects and Planners, Inc. has completed the construction document phase of the 110,000 s.f. Florida Atlantic University Science and Engineering Building to be located on the Boca Raton campus. The 4-story building will house a 3,000 s.f. robotics lab. • J. Douglas Sneed, Jr., AIA, Architect, PA, has completed the design for a new 169,000 s.f. Jacksonville Parts Depot for Volkswagen of America. The facility will house general offices, a parts distribution center and a parts distribution warehouse. • Urban Design Studio has completed master planning for the 417-acre Mecca Farms property in Broward County. UDS was retained to develop a 6-year development plan for the Mecca Farms property which will ultimately include about 1,200 single-family residences. • The President of Florida A & M University in Tallahassee is planning to move “on campus” by the end of 1988 into a new President’s House designed by Harper Carreno Inc. The firm was contracted by the State University System to provide their services as a gift to the University.

Reefe Yamada & Associates has been chosen by Shannon Properties, Inc. to design a 14-story retail and office center known as 501 Madison in downtown Tampa.

Awards and Honors
The Nichols Partnership is the only architectural firm with more than one project on Florida Trend magazine's recent listing of 10 of the state's best-designed commercial buildings.


Ray Scott, AIA, has been named the 1988 "Up and Comer in Architecture" at an awards luncheon in Orlando. The Up and Comers Award is sponsored annually by Price Waterhouse and the Orlando Business Journal to honor outstanding Central Florida leaders under the age of forty in 14 different business categories.

The Evans Group emerged as one of the top winners in the 1988 FAME Awards, (Florida Achievement in Marketing Excellence). Evans has received 50 FAME Awards in the five year history of the program. This year the firm won six awards in separate architectural categories including a first place FAME Award for the Polo House, a 7,500 s.f. luxury home in Plant City.

Top: Orlando's duPont Centre designed by Morris-Aubry Architects. Right: RTKL's Manhattan Town Center is a new urban retail mall in Kansas. It blends comfortably with the city's historic limestone buildings.
Urban Design Studio has been named winner of two gold first place Pinnacle Awards for outstanding design in 1987 competitions sponsored by the Florida Atlantic Builders Association. The firm received a first place award for Shoppes on the Green, an upscale neighborhood shopping center that serves residents of the PGA National Community. The second award was for the landscape architecture at the Founder’s Lot Development in the Lost Shanty Club in Jupiter.

Architect and author Jorge Arango, AIA, spoke at a weeklong annual forum on “The Urban Memory” sponsored by the Universidad de Los Andes in Bogota, Columbia. The forum, held in March, included such prominent speakers as Mario Botta and Kenneth Frampton.

Golf Brook Apartments in South Seminole County and a master bath at McIntyre Place in Winter Park were selected as recipients of a 1988 First Place FAME Award. Charlton, Brodie & Associates were architects on both projects. The FAME Awards are sponsored by the Builders Association of South Florida and the Miami Herald for the purpose of recognizing Florida Achievement in Marketing Excellence.

Miller Associates Architects has received a 1987 Gold Brick Award for its offices in downtown Orlando. The firm transformed a 50-year-old residence into office space which recognized the potential of the original building.

The Howitt Ophthalmological Clinic in North Miami designed by Barry Segerman, AIA, was the recipient of a 1987 FAME Award. Now Segerman has received an Award of Excellence for Redevelopment in the City of North Miami presented by the City of North Miami.

Larry Schneider, AIA, a partner in the architectural firm of Cerrie Schneider Associates AIA, PA, has been elected to Chair the Building Code Advisory Board of Palm Beach County. The Board’s purpose is to promote uniformity among construction codes within the incorporated and unincorporated areas of Palm Beach County. Schneider is a former vice chairman for the committee and immediate past Chairman of the Palm Beach County Fire Code Advisory Board.

The Teissier House, “an underground house nestled into a Missouri River bluff” was designed by Jacksonville’s Charles E. King, FAIA, and was featured in the April, 1988 issue of Architectural Digest’s Architecture magazine.

Charles Harrison Pawley, AIA, received the National Glass Association’s Award for Excellence in Residential Design. The house was the sole recipient nationwide for this award. The judges noted “the spectacular use of glass and its harmony with the environment.”

Randall Atlas, Ph.D., AIA, of Randall Atlas Architectural Security Consultants in Miami, recently joined the distinguished group of security consultants who have earned recognition as a Certified Protection Professional (CPP). Over 3,000 security practitioners worldwide have been awarded the CPP credential which attests to an individu-
VOA Associates, Inc. is featured in the March/April issue of Professional Office Design for their design of the corporate offices of Peat, Marwick, Main & Co.

Slattery & Root Architects won four Gold Awards for First Place in the 1988 Pinnacle Awards sponsored by the Florida Atlantic Builder's Association. The winning projects included the Coral Springs Animal Hospital, the Normandy Model at Frenchman's Creek, the renovation of a residence in Royal Palm Yacht Club and the renovations to the Deerfield Beach City Hall.

Urban Design Studio had three of its largest projects honored with 1988 FAME awards. The projects include Loxahatchee Club in Jupiter, Mariner's Cove in Palm Beach Gardens and Royal Palm Cove at the Polo Club of Boca Raton.

Ranon & Partners, Inc. received an award for design excellence from the Hillsborough County City-County Planning Commission for the design of the Bayshore Professional Center. The building was noted for recognition of outstanding design achievement in the small office building category.

Schwab & Twitty Architects, Inc. received two FAME Awards. The first was for an estate home in the Palm Beach Polo & Country Club developed by The Landfall Group. The other was for Villa Nova, a luxury oceanfront condominium in Highland Beach.

A CAL-SHAKE ROOF WON'T COME BACK TO HAUNT YOU.

You can count on roofs made by Cal-Shake. We know you want to keep a project from coming back across your desk, so we produce Cal-Shake to meet your highest quality expectations.

Cal-Shake is made to withstand the most severe Florida weather conditions.

Fireproof Cal-Shake is Class "A" fire rated and lightweight, making it ideal for your remodeling project. Cal-Shake is guaranteed to brighten your spirits. Specify Cal-Shake on all of your projects, and may you forever rest in peace.

(305) 287-7040
(Florida Representative)
(800) 826-0072
P.O. Box 2048, Inverness, CA 91706
Books

Post-Occupancy Evaluation
by Tim White, AIA
co-authored with
Wolfgang F.E. Preiser
and Harvey Z. Kaminowitz
VanNostrand Reinholt Co.,
New York

This new book provides an historical and theoretical background of performance-based evaluation, outlining the steps, activities and resources required to carry out post-occupancy evaluations in the field.

Architecture for the Church
by The Liturgical Architecture Committee of the Houston Chapter, AIA

This client-oriented booklet's purpose is to foster communication between architect and client and to clarify the roles involved in planning, designing and building a place of worship.

The booklet is useful both as a marketing tool to be included in presentation materials and as an aid to carrying out the job if each member of the building committee has a copy, and reads it.

Single copies are available for $3.00. Ten or more are $2.00 each plus postage and handling. Order from the Houston Chapter/AIA, 20 Greenway Plaza, #246, Houston, Texas 77046, (713) 622-2381.

CORREX

Please note that FA was given incorrect information for the credits on Tampa's Island Center which was featured in the May/June Issue. The credit should have read:
Morris B. Architects, formerly
Morris/Aubry Architects
Eugene Aubry, FAIA, Design Architect

Concrete Materials Engineering Council
649 Vassar Street, Orlando, FL 32804
(305) 423-8279 (800) 342-0080
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SPEC THE BEST!
Why settle for “equivalent” quality.

When you get roofing plans that read “…or equivalent quality” you can afford to use Bender concrete roof tiles to add quality that’s more than just “equivalent.” Because Bender quality and color run all the way through every tile!

- Manufacturing process allows consistency in weight and thickness
- Assures more even looking roof installation
- Lightweight – up to 35% lighter than most concrete tile
- Fungus Retarding top coat
- Color throughout

Specify superior quality and value with Bender Roof Tile.

For more information contact:

bender
ROOF TILE IND., INC.
3100 S.E. County Road 484 • P.O. Box 190 • Belleview, Florida 32620
(904) 245-7074 • FAX (904) 245-1873 • 1-800-527-9808 Florida Only

SBCCI No. 8736

Circle 43 on Reader Inquiry Card
ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE MASONRY

TARMAC TOPBLOCK operate 10 concrete block making plants - from Key West to Jacksonville - and producing over 45 million concrete blocks a year, using the very latest automatic machinery. The comprehensive range of products include architectural concrete masonry units of all shapes, colors and sizes - as well as conventional concrete block. A fleet of self-unloading trucks ensures fast and efficient deliveries throughout Florida.

GLAZED MASONRY UNITS

Wherever a glazed wall surface is needed - specify ASTRA GLAZE by TARMAC TOPBLOCK. A range of glazed, lightweight masonry wall units which provide all the benefits of conventional glazed materials - at an economic price.

All the ingredients for the total service . . .

The thermosetting glazing compound is permanently moulded to one or more faces of the block. This ensures an integrated structure with an impervious, satin glazed finish - and exceptional resistance to staining, abrasion, impact and chemical attack.

ASTRA-GLAZE can be used inside or out for load-bearing and non-local bearing walls. It also avoids the need for on-site tiling. Easy to clean and hygienic, ASTRA-GLAZE is particularly suitable for hospitals, schools, dairies, processing plants, laboratories and restaurants.

ROOFBLOK BALLAST SYSTEM

ROOFBLOK is an excellent ballast system for single-ply roof systems. The Roofblok design provides a non-skid surface for foot traffic - protecting the membrane from cuts and punctures. The Class A fire rating also protects the membrane from fire hazards such as wind-blown members. Roofblok units weigh only 11½ lbs/sq.ft. - allowing a uniform weight distribution across the whole roof surface. Their unique design make them simple and efficient to install. The design also provides an efficient drainage system to complement the drainage design of the roof surface.

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS

Tarmac Topblock make a wide range of architectural concrete masonry units - all of which conform to current ASTM specifications. Manufactured in our own plants using our own high-quality aggregates, these products are produced under strict quality control standards. TARMAC TOPBLOCK produce all common sizes in a wide variety of surfaces - including fluted, striated, ribbed, split-faced and scored textures. They also have the facilities and technical expertise to manufacture non-standard shapes for specific architectural requirements.

Concrete Masonry units are now available as part of TARMAC's range of architectural products. Its ability to be used as a single width structural wall provides all the benefits and beauty of clay brick - at a fraction of the cost.

GROUND FACE MASONRY UNITS

TRENDSTONE is a range of ground-faced masonry units which combine the proven construction benefits of concrete blocks with the attractive appearance of exposed, selected aggregates. Available for interior and exterior use, for load-bearing or non-load bearing walls in either light or normal weights.

Tarmac Topblock Inc.
455 Fairway Drive
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33441
or call toll-free 1-800/367-8167
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OFFICE PRACTICE AIDS

Roof Penetrations
by D. B. Young, Jr., AIA, CCS

Pitch pans, never designed nor recommended by NRCA, are used frequently to flash miscellaneous mechanical or electrical roof penetrations and/or protrusions. The pitch pan is, in fact, a constant maintenance item for building owners. Then why are pitch pans so frequently used on roofs today?

The reason for their use is the lack of design. Today’s designers are not aware of the penetrations that will occur on the roofs. For the roof-top exhaust fans, is the fan internally wired (Drawing 1A) or externally wired with a conduit penetration (Drawing 1B)?

To correct this “lack of design,” first develop a comprehensive roof plan showing all the roof-top equipment and fixtures. Next, coordinate the equipment data sheets to develop the type and number of roof penetrations. It is this coordination that will establish whether this exhaust fan will have a roof penetration, and if so, what type of penetration it is. With the type of penetrations/protrusions determined with their layout the designer needs to design for each individual condition.

Today’s membrane systems often have pre-formed flashings, which are compatible with the membrane in terms of installation, and are covered under the membrane manufacturer’s warranty. Therefore, the use of these flashings should be maximized in the roof design. An example of these pre-formed flashings are “pipe seals” (Drawing 2). However, it is essential that these flashings be detailed and specified, or the less expensive pitch pan will be utilized.

For the multi-pipe penetration or a specialized support, the membrane’s standard preformed flashing cannot be used. Therefore, pre-fabricated flashing of maintenance-free and condensation-free design and durability should be utilized.
In the selection of pre-fabricated flashing, the following should be considered:

- The ability of the flashing to accept vertical or horizontal movement or protrusion expansion without damage.
- Metal flashing and hardware fabricated from stainless steel, aluminum, or copper for maintenance-free durability.
- Base flashing compatible with the roof membrane to insure a watertight installation. Several manufacturer’s pre-formed flashings are fabricated with various base flashing materials for membrane compatibility.
- Insulated, as required, to prevent condensation into the building or condensation damage to the membrane.

Pre-fabricated flashings are available in a multitude of configurations for various conditions. The configurations include the simple multiple pipe penetration to complex equipment penetration supports (Drawings 3 and 4).

The author is president of D.B. Young & Associates in Orlando, Florida.
Cooper Residence
Seaside, Florida

Architect: Cooper Johnson Architects in association with Libby Gee Cooper
Contractor: O.B. Laurent Construction
Owner: Don and Libby Cooper

The stringent building codes in the town of Seaside on Florida's West Coast dictate much of the residential design that is found there. Picket fences, screened porches and roofs with deep overhangs and exposed rafter ends are all required by zoning. Things like ship-lap siding and roofing tin are on a list of approved building materials.

When architects Don and Libby Cooper decided to build a home at Seaside, they sought to impart their own personality to the 1,500 square foot structure despite the stringent building requirements. In order to do this they decided to borrow a bit of boat imagery.

Storage lockers were built into the main room on the first floor to conceal beach accoutrements. The galley kitchen was organized for maximum efficiency. Bleached pine floors are an allegory to the sandy site while upstairs, the wooden grid floor was inspired by hatch.
ceivers. As one ascends through the house’s four levels, the stairs gradually decrease in size and grandeur from an eight foot width at the front porch to a skip’s ladder leading to the sleeping loft and the “lookout” tower room.

The tower room was placed atop the main roof to provide an unobstructed view of the Gulf of Mexico, the neighboring rooftops and the beautiful beach sunsets.

Sited on an axis with Tupelo Circle, the Cooper House was designed with two fronts. On the east, one facade faces the Circle and has a screened porch and hipped roof. The western facade faces a public footpath and has a gabled roof and wide steps leading to a large open porch with small deck above which acts as an entry portico. To this assemblage, a balcony was added.

While hoping to capture some of the charm of the community, the Coopers opted for a square house plan with refined ornament. The body of the house is ordered with regularly spaced two-story pilasters on all four sides. The details that appear in the exterior gates and railings are repeated inside on the face of window seats and in the openings from the sleeping loft to the third floor. Interior tongue-in-groove walls and ceilings contributed to the “considerable spatial richness in the relatively small house.”

Renee Garrison
The author is an architecture writer for The Tampa Tribune.
This is Rainbow #138 in the España configuration. One of many distinctive colors and styles offered by Lifetile. The most cost-effective roof you can specify or buy. High density extruded concrete tiles that grow stronger with age and meet Class A requirements. A Lifetile roof. Think of it as buyer appreciation insurance.

When a building shows a lot of roof maybe the roof should show a lot of color

LIFETILE
BORAL CONCRETE PRODUCTS, Inc.
Fire-safe Concrete Roof tiles

P.O. Box 632
Lake Wales, FL 33859
813/676-9405
In Florida 800/282-3633
A new UF center for a critical mass of students

University of Florida
Consolidated Sciences
Library and College of
Engineering Computer
Facility
Gainesville, Florida

Architect: Vickrey/Ovreadt/Amundh Associates,
Inc. (VOA)
Orlando, Florida
Civil Engineer: Post, Buckley, Schuh & Jernigan
Structural, Mechanical,
Electrical Engineer: Tilden,
Lobitz and Cooper
Landscape Architect: Herbert Halback, Inc.
Interior Design: VOA, Inc.
Construction Manager: Gillane Building Company
Owner: State of Florida,
Florida University System

Long-standing space requirements for two important programs at the University of Florida have finally been satisfied with the construction of the Consolidated Sciences Library and the College of Engineering Computer Facility complex. Additionally, the combination of these heavily-used facilities forms a “critical mass” of students which generates a new center of student activity at the heart of the Gainesville campus.

The 100,000 square foot library consolidates nine collections from four principal science-oriented branch libraries, including physics, mathematics and IFAS. The library accommodates over 800,000 books, 200,000 non-print items and seating for 1,250 students. The 120,000 square foot computer facility provides faculty and graduate student research laboratories, as well as four mainframe computer environments, a 250-seat terminal/PC laboratory, classrooms, auditorium space and 150 faculty offices.

To better understand the scope of the design task, the design team, led by Calvin Peck, AIA, spent several weeks on the UF campus completing program research and site analyses, working with user groups to define specific objectives and requirements, and developing alternate design concepts for the building and site. The resulting design solution was driven by the desire to create a sense of place on the campus; by site considerations, including a height limitation of 62 feet and the physical walkway connection continuing through the building; by the requirements for large, open, flexible floor areas; and by the project funding split over two legislative sessions.

In plan, the square site is organized into quadrants, with the building elements aligned along the northwest-southeast diagonal, and the open spaces aligned along the southeast-northeast circulation path through the site.

The plaza to the northeast connects with the existing open area fronting on Turfington Hall to form a large, landscaped open area. The plaza is designed as a passive space, with raised planters providing seating and low canopy trees defining a more intimate scale for conversation and relaxation.

Right, Plaza was designed as a passive space with raised planters for seating. Photo by Robert W. Kelley, AIA. Inset, left, walkway connection through the building by Eric Oxendorf. Right, view of Turfington Hall through walkway by Robert W. Kelley, AIA.
The open area in the southwest quadrant, the "podium", rises nine feet from the Mall in a series of circular walls and planted banks which continue the Mall into and through the building. The low walls provide seating areas as well as a lyrical counterpoint to the building structure. These areas, shaded by small canopy trees, provide long views of the Mall and short views of the pond.

At the intersection of the site quadrants is the Atrium, which identifies and defines the entry to both buildings and connects the major campus open spaces, the Mall and the Plaza of the Americas. The 3-story Atrium is entered through a narrow vertical opening which frames Century Tower to the north and the Mall to the south. Additionally, the base of the building structure at the Atrium is eroded away to provide a lower-scaled sense of entry into the Atrium and to allow sunlight into the first level which is partially below grade.

The design solution, encompassing 230,000 square feet, is the largest academic building on the UF campus. The five-level structure steps back from the adjacent streets to the low scale of the surrounding buildings—a relationship which is enhanced by the horizontal banding of brick and copper on the lower elements.

A sense of place and direction was extremely important to the architect in a building of this size. Feeling that a university campus is stressful by its very definition, the architect wanted to create a building that was not intimidating and made students feel comfortable when using it. To accomplish this, the upper level stairways in both buildings overlook the Atrium, providing a security factor for students and allowing full view of the Atrium. This provides a sense of orientation at every level.

The floor plans of each building vary in size, but are organized with the utility cores at opposite corners of each floor. This allows each floor level to be completely open, varying from 15,000 to 25,000 square feet, and to be free from intrusion by any fixed building element. The utility core towers are banded with copper to break down the apparent vertical scale.

On the main floor of the library, one bay was left open above the information counter to provide a sense of volume between floors. It is the only true formal space in the building and it contains a custom-made light fixture which drops two floors to suspend over the information desk.

Exterior building materials included "Gainesville Range" brick which ties the structure back into the fabric of the campus, copper, brass and glass. Flexibility in the library is enhanced by the interior furnishings, which utilize a color palette ranging from violet to green which is interchangeable between floors. The copper banding from the exterior is also apparent on the interior, where it is used as an accent where the columns meet the ceiling.

De Schofield

The author is a writer living in Orlando.

First floor plan courtesy of VOA Associates. Photos of interior and exterior of library by Eric Oxendorf. According to John Carlson, Director of Facilities Planning for UF, "The 230,000 square foot facility provides state-of-the-art space for two functionally distinct uses in an envelope that disguises the building's size. The structure enhances the urban design of the campus by providing a well-defined transition between two open-space networks which are vital elements of the campus plan."
NEW

Ideal for the Coast

Non-Asbestos Siding Made From Fiber Cement.

FibreCem European-style structural siding offers residential, commercial and industrial builders and architects the ultimate in flexibility, value and strength.
Made with a proven fiber-reinforced cement without asbestos, FibreCem siding retains its color without fading, rotting or deterioration. Resistance to salt water also makes them ideal for coastal environments.

Other features include:
- Optimum versatility for creating eye-appealing designs from a rough timber texture to an elaborate stucco style.
- Applications range from the horizontal to close butted, diagonal or shiplapped.
- No measurable shrinkage or expansion.
- Available in plain or textured surfaces.
- Low maintenance and easy to apply.
- Wide variety of factory coatings available.
- UL Class A Fire and Wind Resistant.
- Shipped from Charlotte, N.C.
- Also ideal for fascias, gables, cladding and fencing.

Over 50 Years of Excellence

For complete product specifications, contact FibreCem Corporation
7 Woodlawn Green, Suite 107, Charlotte, N.C. 28217
Telephone (704) 327-2727 or Teletex (704) 327-3758
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SCULPTURA
SLIDING GLASS DOORS

HC-85 Rated!

Now that's tough... even by South Florida standards. Sculptura is the boldest, strongest door... tested and approved for your most stringent applications.
A 4' x 9' panel will withstand 120 MPH winds at a 350 ft. elevation in South Florida.
And, Sculptura is an extra-safe door because it features:
- Large profile extrusions for exceptional strength.
- Double screws at all panel corners.
- Tamper-proof, surface-mounted cam latch.
- Burglar bolt at interlocking stiles for added secondary security.
- 15.0 P.S.I. water test pressure satisfies the most stringent code and architectural specifications.
Sculptura can safely fill your door requirements up to a 5-ft.-wide x 9-ft.-high panel.
Send for our Sculptura Spec Kit. When you check all the facts... you'll move up to Sculptura... with confidence.

mildoor®
A Division of Miller Industries, Inc.
18295 N.W. 13th Ave., Miami, FL 33166-0819
305-621-0019 • Florida 1-800-432-3115
National 1-800-446-7828

PRODUCTS THAT HAVE PASSED THE TEST OF TIME
- SLIDING GLASS DOORS
- SLIDING MIRROR CLOSET DOORS
- SINGLE-HUNG AND SLIDING WINDOWS
A link in a chain of monuments

550 Biltmore Building
Coral Gables, Florida

Architect: Joint venture between Thomas A. Spain, AIA, and O.K. Houston.
Design Architect: Thomas A. Spain, AIA
Construction Document Architect: O.K. Houston
Project Architect: Glenn Pratt, AIA
Mechanical/Electrical Engineer: Franjie Engineers, Inc.
Civil Engineer: Carlos Cardosa, P.E.
Owner: Albert H. Sadowsky and Edward J. McBride

The 550 Biltmore Building is on Biltmore Way in Coral Gables. Biltmore Way is an ambivalent, transitional street which is neither classically urban, nor suburban. It has neither clearly defined public spaces, nor refined objects in the landscape. In fact, Biltmore Way most closely resembles a boulevard with buildings defining the street while maintaining their own identity. The buildings which line it vary from highrise hotels to lowrise commercial structures which, when combined with the zoned setbacks, serve to punctuate the street and make it seem all the more unorthodox. These conditions, combined with the complex desires of the builder, produced a structure with multiple uses, interpretations and aspirations.

The most distinguishing characteristic of the 550 Building is its civic-mindedness. At a symbolic level, it provides a fountain which refers to the city’s public image and serves as a link in a chain of monuments and plazas connecting the Douglas Entrance with the Biltmore Hotel. At an activity level, it provides shops, galleries and restaurants which animate the sidewalk. At the level of urban texture, it provides two bronze lions, etched granite paving, travertine marble benches and planters, royal palms, and at Christmas, a forty foot tall cone of poinsettias.

The quality of its citizenship and urbanity does not end at the sidewalk. One of the 550 Building’s major determinates was the establishment of a single form rather than an office block riding an underfinished and oversized parking garage base. The multi-stepped form, reminiscent of Tony Garnier’s Slaughter House at LaMouche in Lyons, France, is one of the few geometries which satisfied this criteria. The result is that little, if any, of the garage is perceived from the street. Finally, the building satisfies its obligation to the skyline by offering a warmly lit and identifiable object on the horizon.

An additional characteristic of the 550 Building is the uncommon use of balconies and terraces in a commercial program. The balconies lend a thick, carved, sculptural quality to the marble element which is in direct contrast to the tight, thin quality of the glass. This duality shows the designer’s preoccupation with composition and references the needs of South Florida buildings for more than one layer to protect it from the sun.

Ultimately, the most interesting characteristic of the building is the manner in which it was built. The owner of 550 is a Master Builder and he personally assembled and coordinated all the people necessary to produce the structure. He purchased the granite blocks in Sweden and had them shipped to Italy for cutting and polishing. He took sketches of the fountain to Italy and had it carved. He and his wife spent two weeks designing and supervising the casting of the bronze lions. He bought the lamps, furniture, storefronts and brass trim directly from the manufacturers in Italy. The list of his contributions to the project seems endless and includes many bumpy reconciliations of ideas on design and construction. As a result, design was never a one-time or one-person event. It continued well into the construction phase, and in some areas is still going on. Although the building is constructed of hard, cold materials and is sternly monumental, the care, the heart and the pleasure of its making are very obvious. These will probably be its most lasting characteristics.

Joanna Lombard, AIA

The author is an architect and teaches in the School of Architecture at the University of Miami.

Top, left, the main entrance to the Barnett Bank which anchors the building on the north. Middle, elevator lobby and right, restaurant. All photos by Steven Brooke.
Product News

A new fiber-reinforced cement-based line of high-quality siding products unique to the U.S. market in terms of versatility, strength, durability, and distinctiveness widely used by builders and architects in Europe has been introduced by the FibreCem Corporation to the residential, commercial, industrial, and manufactured housing market. Made from a proven technological breakthrough in fiber-reinforced cement, the new FibreCem siding comes in plain or textured styles, coated or uncoated. Texture finishes come in three styles: stucco, timber grain or cross cut. Photo shows application of FibreCem siding to a beach house. Unique and enduring material characteristics not only allow retention of color without fading, rotting, or deterioration but protects it from moisture including salt water and acids for long life. Product composition also makes it unattractive to termites, insects, and other pests and also does not allow nourishment of fungal growth.

In addition, FibreCem is ideally suited for panel finishing, fascias and barge boards, gable end cladding, and lapped wall cladding.

For more information on FibreCem panels, contact the FibreCem Corporation, 7 Woodlawn Green, Suite 107, Charlotte, North Carolina 28217. Telephone (704) 523-0008, Telefax (704) 523-5381.
WANTED:

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc. (AAC) is now among the largest 100 brokers nationally, yet 90% of our business is still providing insurance products only to architects and engineers.

AAC was created to serve design professionals' insurance needs and to provide an employee benefit coverage, cost, and service package for the small firm that could normally only be purchased by knowledgeable firms that employ thousands.

The average size A&C client is still only four people, and 40% of the firms we insure are sole proprietors.

In essence, by thinking that the little guy is big, we got big ourselves. If your present life and health insurance broker doesn't think that you're large enough to be treated just like his biggest clients, we would like to prove to you that you are large enough for us.

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc.
The FA/AIA Health Insurance Service Organization
19000 MacArthur Boulevard, Suite 500, Irvine, California 92715

1-800-854-0491 Toll Free!
A homeplace on a wooded hill

The Keilhack Residence
Charlotte, North Carolina

Architect: Gene Leedy,
Architect:
Contractor: Hans Keilhack,
Keiltek Corporation
Owner: Hans Keilhack

Twenty years ago, Hans Keilhack came to the United States as an executive for a German Textile machinery company. He later became a citizen, married and started his own business in North Carolina. The business prospered into a successful manufacturing consortium which included textile machinery, computers and fabric dyeing equipment. In the European tradition, Keilhack and his wife opted to set up roots and did so by building a "homeplace" on a thirty acre sloping site overlooking a large lake near Charlotte, North Carolina.

Right, the sloping site is clearly visible from the west elevation of the house. Photos of east and south facades and main entry, opposite, by Gene Leedy, AIA, recipient of a 1987 Prestressed Concrete Institute Design Award.

Architect Gene Leedy, along with his clients, chose to use a prestressed precast concrete building system for several reasons. First, the components of the system could be manufactured under factory conditions and put together by a large crane like an erector set. Second, the environment dictated that the building be set down gently on the brow of a hill without disturbing any of the trees on the site. With prestressed concrete, there is little or no maintenance once construction is complete.

A buff-colored brick, locally manufactured, was selected for the infill between the structural members. The concrete structural system consists of 24-inch square precast columns, precast beams and 24-inch deep "double tee stem" units spanning the distance between the beams. The floors on the entry
level are Italian quarry tile. Lower level floors, balconies and terraces are scored concrete. The air-conditioning equipment is housed in an enclosure on the roof and the air moves vertically through the four chases located at both entries into the natural horizontal chases between the “double tee” seams. The concrete was left exposed.

The floor plan is horizontal so that each room has a view of the hills and the lake beyond. It is divided into three levels. The middle, or entry level, houses the two-story living area, dining area, kitchen-family room and utility-playroom. Courtyards are used at this level to create a sense of security from the wilderness outside. Although a three-car garage is on the lower level, a two-story carpet is used on the middle level to create a grand sense of arrival similar to the grand entrance of traditional southern mansions.

The upper level houses the bedrooms and the lower level houses the guest suite, enclosed swimming pool and garage. Balconies are cantilevered from the middle and upper levels to continue the spaces through the glass, to provide weather protection for the glass doors and to enhance the views. The colors of the raw concrete and exposed brick on the exterior blend with the surroundings and give the house a sense of permanence and age.

*Diane D. Greer*

*Top, site plan and below, west elevation. Courtesy of architect. Right, living area and kitchen beyond. Opposite page, family room. Photos by Gene Leedy, AIA.*
A vernacular clinic evokes patient confidence

The Weston Clinic
Clearwater, Florida

Architect: Mudano Associates Architects, Inc.
Principal-in-Charge: Steve Fowler, AIA
Project Designer: Mark Jonnati, AIA
Landscape Architect: Phil Graham, ASLA
Contractor: Creative Contractors, Inc.
Owner: Dr. Eric Weston

Dr. Eric Weston is a doctor of digestive diseases who wanted an office that would project a friendly ambiance to all his patients. While he specifically requested that the architect design a pleasant, confidence-evoking setting, the doctor also wanted the clinic built in the Florida vernacular style.

The Clearwater firm of Mudano Associates, known primarily for their large shopping center designs, responded with a 3,500 square foot structure that is contextually appropriate to the surrounding neighborhood. Located on a site adjacent to the historic Belleview Biltmore Golf Course, the medical office was carefully placed between several large existing trees and oriented to provide views of the landscape.

A veranda wraps the south and west sides of the office to shade it and capture cooling breezes. The exterior wood detail in the cornice and porch railing offers a touch of invention to a building that draws its articulation primarily from regional precedent.

The program required a clinical arrangement of exam rooms, procedure and recovery rooms. The doctor's private office, however, was lavished with detail and given a residen-
Opposite page, east front of clinic.
This page, top, the doctor's private office and below, covered drive can be seen on south side. All photos by George Cott. Plan courtesy of Mudano Associates.

The vaulted, two-story office contains an English casework configuration made of hand-rubbed Southern pine. Second level shelves are reached via a spiral staircase and are replete with a hidden door that leads to a storage area. The door is opened by a concealed latch hidden in the book shelves.

The west wall of the doctor's office features two types of custom wood windows and French doors configured in a two-story composition. The gable infill and veranda shade these windows and a canvas awning keeps the glare from the sun from interrupting the doctor's evening work hours. The office design also includes a porte cochere to protect patients from Florida's afternoon showers as they travel from car to office.

The exposed trusses in the main office area, at the porte cochere and at the gable ends of the building serve both structural and decorative functions. The trusses modulate light, allow air to circulate and, in addition to the standing seam metal roof, become the building's signature feature.

Renee Garrison, The author is the architecture writer for The Tampa Tribune.
The 1987 AIA Firm Survey Report
Available Now through the Florida Association/AIA
$50.00/members or $195.00/non-members
904/222-7590

Facts, Figures and Percentages of U.S. Architectural Firms

EPICORE® CONCEPT 2
COMPOSITE FLOOR SYSTEM

THE MOST ECONOMICAL
CONCRETE FLOOR SLAB SYSTEM
FOR APARTMENTS, TOWNHOUSES, CONDOMINIUMS.

- Manufactured in Lakeland, Florida
- 48-hour Delivery
- Fast, Simple installation by One Sub-Contractor
- Reduced Construction Time
- All Necessary Building Code Approvals
- Long Uninterrupted Spans
- Unbeatable Fire Ratings
- Excellent Sound Attenuation
- Monolithic Construction
- Distributor/Installers throughout Florida

Contact in Lakeland
813-688-7636

EPIC METALS CORPORATION
Eleven Talbot Avenue, Rankin PA 15104
PHONE 412/351-3913
TWX 710-664-4424
EPICMETAL BRCK

For more information about Kohler Plumbing Products see these Kohler distributors:

Lawrence Plumbing Supply Company
31 S.W. 57th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33144
(305) 269-1571

405 N. Flagler Avenue
Homestead, Florida 33030
(305) 248-7020

8940 S.W. 129th Terrace
Miami, Florida 33176
(305) 251-7022

5700 W. Flagler St.
Miami, Florida 33144
(305) 266-3338

Wool Plumbing Supply
Distributors of Plumbing and Decorative Hardware

Showroom:
5910 Shirley St.
(off Pine Ridge Rd.)
Naples, Florida 33942
(813) 597-8155

Showroom:
1321 NE 12th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33304
(305) 768-3632

Showroom:
4340 SW 74th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33155
(305) 269-7111

Showroom:
6778 N. Military Trail
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(305) 869-7788
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Choosing Sides

Hexsign* Lavatory and Taboret® Faucet. Side with better design and color on your next project. Kohler’s distinctive shapes and exciting color range are not just for residential use. Enameled cast iron fixtures and cast brass faucets stand up to heavy usage in commercial applications. The cost stays within budget. And everyone knows Kohler’s reputation for quality.

When you can have so many designs in so many colors, why go white? Make your project look as good as it functions, by simply choosing Kohler.
KATHLEEN McKENZIE PHOTOWORKS
(904) 731-4771

Now Available at the FA/AIA Headquarters

How does your architectural services firm compare with others in the country?
Now you can find out . . .

Introducing the AIA Firm Survey and Benefit Report!

This is an accurate, detailed profile of the way firms in the architectural services industry conduct business.
Contains nationwide information on professional liability premiums, percentage of firms “going bare” in 1987, compensation by position, percentage of operating revenue by project type, and much more!

This volume is available through the Florida Association/AIA Bookstore.
Cost is $50.00/members or $195.00/non-members.
Ordering is easy by telephone . . . just have your credit card ready (904/222-7590).
Or you may send a check along with your request (104 E. Jefferson, Tallahassee, FL 32301.)
Shipping is $2.50 and there is 6% sales tax.
When your design is something special, your roof can't be anything else.

by building officials. We have used the Celcore cellular lightweight concrete system on many buildings in the past and I expect to use them in the future as well,” Mr. Vander Ploeg concluded.

Celcore lightweight concrete systems are water resistant, fireproof and rot and insect proof. They can be sloped, contain highest R values and are unsurpassed for strength and durability.

Why not call or write us today. We’ll be glad to show you

“There were an infinite number of more difficult ways to handle the 95,000 square feet of roof for the Arbern Financial Centre in Boca Raton, but we chose the Celcore lightweight cellular concrete system because it met all of our criteria, economically and efficiently.”

— Derek Vander Ploeg, President Vander Ploeg and Associates, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida

Architect: Arbern Financial Center, a Stoltz Brothers building

Mr. Vander Ploeg, Arbern Financial Centre architect says, “The Celcore system is light-years ahead of conventional tapered insulation and it gave us a lot of other advantages as well. The Celcore system is ideal for large surface areas, eliminating most weight, movement and R value problems. It’s easy to install, and because any type of roofing membrane can be anchored to it, it allows us considerable latitude in design.”

“The ability to slope Celcore makes it very attractive, and because of its closed celled properties, we don’t have to worry about moisture problems either.”

“And from a very pragmatic point of view, Celcore fits well into UL approved systems, making it readily acceptable

how Celcore lightweight concrete systems can be part of the solution to your design and engineering problems.

The Dry Deck Company®

2655 NW 19 Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311. (305) 731-0690; In Florida 1-800-432-9675
Serving Florida with offices in Tampa and Fort Lauderdale.
You Lead...They Follow

Looking for the competitive edge? Seeking increased curb appeal that moves you ahead of the crowd and adds to your bottom line? Then think about MONIER ROOF TILE.

For over half a century MONIER has specialized in creating innovative roofing products that add distinctive individuality in a development world populated by clones.

You can choose our Signature Series to provide your projects with a color-blended personality all their own. Architects can now specify Styline to add that touch of “softness” to any roofline or use our Homestead tile to replace combustible wood shakes, without the loss of aesthetic value. The choices are endless!

Let MONIER ROOF TILE give you a head start. Call or write our nearest sales office for our colorful brochures on our full range of products.

MONIER ROOF TILE
The Leading Edge In Roof Tile

P.O. Box 5567, Orange, CA 92667 (714) 538-8822

Arizona, Phoenix
(602) 269-2288

California, Corona
(714) 737-5888

California, Stockton
(209) 982-1473

Florida, Lakeland
(813) 663-3306

Hawaii, Honolulu
(808) 682-4523

Maryland, Baltimore
(301) 555-8822

Texas, Duscanville
(214) 299-5255

Washington, Tacoma
(206) 508-3666
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When your design is something special, your roof can’t be anything else.

by building officials. We have used the Celcore cellular lightweight concrete system on many buildings in the past and I expect to use them in the future as well,” Mr. Vander Ploeg concluded.

Celcore lightweight concrete systems are water resistant, fireproof and rot and insect proof. They can be sloped, contain highest R values and are unsurpassed for strength and durability.

Why not call or write us today. We’ll be glad to show you

“There were an infinite number of more difficult ways to handle the 95,000 square feet of roof for the Arbern Financial Centre in Boca Raton, but we chose the Celcore lightweight cellular concrete system because it met all of our criteria, economically and efficiently.”

Derek Vander Ploeg, President, Vander Ploeg and Associates, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida Architect: Arbern Financial Center, a Stoitz Brothers building

Mr. Vander Ploeg, Arbern Financial Centre architect says, “The Celcore system is light-years ahead of conventional tapered insulation and it gave us a lot of other advantages as well. The Celcore system is ideal for large surface areas, eliminating most weight, movement and R value problems. It’s easy to install, and because any type of roofing membrane can be anchored to it, it allows us considerable latitude in design.”

“The ability to slope Celcore makes it very attractive, and because of its closed celled properties, we don’t have to worry about moisture problems either.”

“And from a very pragmatic point of view, Celcore fits well into UL approved systems, making it readily acceptable how Celcore lightweight concrete systems can be part of the solution to your design and engineering problems.

The Dry Deck Company

2655 NW 19th Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311. (305) 731-0600. In Florida 1-800-432-9675
Serving Florida with offices in Tampa and Fort Lauderdale.
You Lead...They Follow

Looking for the competitive edge? Seeking increased curb appeal that moves you ahead of the crowd and adds to your bottom line? Then think about MONIER ROOF TILE.

For over half a century MONIER has specialized in creating innovative roofing products that add distinctive individuality in a development world populated by clones.

You can choose our Signature Series to provide your projects with a color-blended personality all their own. Architects can now specify Styleline to add that touch of "softness" to any roofline or use our Homestead tile to replace combustible wood shakes, without the loss of aesthetic value. The choices are endless!

Let MONIER ROOF TILE give you a head start. Call or write our nearest sales office for our colorful brochures on our full range of products.

MONIER ROOF TILE
The Leading Edge In Roof Tile

P.O. Box 5567, Orange, CA 92667 (714) 538-8822

Arizona, Phoenix
(602) 269-2588

California, Corona
(714) 737-3808

California, Stockton
(209) 986-1473

Florida, Lakeland
(813) 665-3516

Hawaii, Honolulu
(808) 682-4525

Maryland, Baltimore
(301) 535-8822

Texas, Duncanville
(214) 299-3235

Washington, Tacoma
(206) 381-5666
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